# Chrysler Big Block

**Crank Pulley**

Brass bushing, push to rear of alt. Ear

3/8-16 X 4" mounts bracket to water pump.

3/8-16 X 3/4" mounts bracket to water pump.

3/8-16 X 5/8" and 3/8 locknut mounts A/C unit to bracket

3/8-16 X 1 1/2" and 3/8 locknut mounts rod to A/C unit

3/8-16 X 4 1/2" mounts rod end to A/C bracket with a .200 aluminum spacer between rod end and bracket and a .312 aluminum spacer between A/C bracket and water pump

3/8-16 X 3/4" mounts adjustment rod to power steering pump with .520 spacer between rod and pump

3/8-16 X 1 1/2" mounts adjustment rod to power steering pump with .520 spacer between rod and pump

3/8-16 X 3 1/4" with .312 aluminum spacer between A/C bracket and water pump

3/8-16 X 4 1/2" mounts rod to A/C bracket with .200 spacer between rod and bracket

3/8-16 X 4 1/2" mounts adjustment rod to bracket with .200 spacer between rod and bracket

3/8-16 X 1" mount to rear of P/S pump with two 1" dia washers between bracket and pump

3/8-16 X 3/4" mount to P/S pump with two 3/8x3/4" dia washers between bracket and pump

Brass bushing, push to rear of alt. Ear

3/8-16 X 1 1/2" mount rod to rear of P/S pump with 1/2x1" dia spacer between bracket and water pump

1.625" adjustment rod

2.500" adjustment rod

2.500" adjustment rod

1.450 spacer tube

1.450 spacer tube

2.430 spacer tube

.50 aluminum spacer

.520 spacer

**Belts for Mopar Kits 383 & 400c.i.**

- #40540 Alternator Belt Dayco #5060425
- #40545 A/C and Power Steering Belt Dayco #5060548

**Belts for Mopar Kits 426 & 440c.i.**

- #40550 Alternator Belt Dayco #5060436
- #40560 A/C and Power Steering Belt Dayco #5060548

**3/8-16 X 5/8" and 3/8 locknut mounts A/C unit to bracket**

**MARCH PERFORMANCE, INC. • 16160 PERFORMANCE WAY • NAPLES, FLORIDA 34110**

Technical Support 888-729-9070